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the curtain comes up on the author’s
private life—see 11 letters he wrote
at the Morgan Library, and draw your
own conclusions. By Sharon Steel
In 1998, the Morgan Library & Museum came into
possession of ten letters and one postcard written by J.D.
Salinger to Michael Mitchell. Mitchell, an artist, had
designed the original jacket for The Catcher in the Rye,
marked by a sketchy red carousel horse with a sad look in
its eye. The writer and the painter remained close friends for
more than 40 years. But after Mitchell wrote Salinger (in a
letter thought to have been sent in late 1993) and asked him to
autograph a copy of Catcher, the two had a sudden, subtextual
falling-out. Mitchell, disappointed, sold the letters to a collector a
year later, who in turn sold them to the politician and Vanderbilt heir
Carter Burden. When Burden died, his widow donated the letters to the
Morgan. Out of respect for the author’s privacy, they’ve been kept
restricted. But this Tuesday 16, the Morgan will display the letters, typed and
scrawled handwritten on yellowing paper, in a two-part exhibition: The first four,
dated from 1951 to 1969, will be showcased through April 11; the rest, written from 1979
to 1993 (including the letter that ended the friendship), will be featured April 13 through May 9.
And the Morgan has chosen to place them in a room with its copy of the Gutenberg Bible. “That’s the kind of esteem in
which we hold these letters. It was like a treasure trove,” says the Morgan’s Literary and Historical Manuscripts
department head, Declan Kiely. “There’s no better tribute to pay to an author than to say we’re ranking this work among the best
that we have. On the one hand, he’d be irate, to say the least, that we’re showing them, I guess. But we never heard from him.”

LETTER ONE
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May 22, 1951

salinger writes from London,
detailing his experiences
sharing drinks with a Vogue
model he met on the ocean
liner. (“no real fun, though.”)
Later, he hangs out with
Laurence olivier (“a very nice
guy”) and his wife, Vivien Leigh,
whom he calls “a charmer.”
salinger finds himself at a
party—where he accidentally
snorts gin up his nose—with
the australian ballet dancer
robert helpmann, and argues
with enid starkie about kafka.
he also goes to see a play,
and compares the theater in
new York City to that in
London’s West end. “the
audiences here are just as
stupid as they are in new York,
but the productions are much,
much better,” he writes to his
“Buddyroo,” Mitchell.

LETTER THREE

December 27, 1966

this letter finds salinger
discussing how hard it can
be to find love after you’ve
lost it—“you can’t erase a
person,” he tells Mitchell,
“anymore than they can
erase you.” But the bulk
of the text has salinger
ruminating on how difficult it
is to write
you’re
“I have stuff when
in your
going that I forties and
love, but oh life starts
God, so
going out
like the tide.
slowly…”
“i have stuff
going that i love, but oh god,
so slowly, so hesitantly…the
trick is to use the disbeliefs
in the work, and not shy
away from them, and that
seems to me what we both
must do.”

LETTER FIVE

august 31, 1979

after an incomprehensible
first paragraph about an old
lady and a twosome from
Biarritz, salinger starts
updating Mitchell on his
children Matthew (a college
sophomore) and peggy
(married in Boston). he had to
deal with “two shitty literary
kids” who took a photo of his
face outside of the post
office, which ran in a “‘news’
magazine.” “piss on ’em all,”
salinger gripes. he visited
new York City after months
away, and hated it: While
there, he saw ain’t Misbehavin’,
which he loathed for being
“mannered and theatrical and
awful.” salinger did like one
thing about his brief stay,
though: a ride on the subway,
“scuttling crosstown on a hot
summer night.”

LETTER EIGHT
april 6, 1985

the things salinger confides
to Mitchell in this letter make it
the most dense and beautiful
piece in the Morgan’s
collection. in it, he begs
Mitchell’s forgiveness for his
“shortcomings” as a friend.
salinger considers Mitchell
and his wife, Bet, the closest
friends he has. though their
friendship survives only in
letters now, the time they
spent together “doesn’t seem
to repeat itself in a single
lifetime.” salinger is sorry, but
he has no regrets—he
presses on, at odds with those
who wound him with their
judgments that he is living a
selfish, unproductive life. “i’ve
needed to stew endlessly,
unrelievedly in my own juice,”
he writes. “that sentence
says it all, as far as i know.”

LETTER ELEVEN

assumed to be dated
January 30, 1993,
according to an envelope

this is salinger’s reply to
Mitchell’s request for an
autographed copy of Catcher,
which the
“Most stuff writer
refuses. a
that is
“blank flyleaf”
genuine,
of a book, he
anyway, is says, reveals
better left more about
what the
unsaid.”
trio’s
“bonafide, for-real, tri-cornered
comradeship” meant than any
signature. salinger concludes
the letter by summarizing a
thread that runs through all of
his books, which is, not
surprisingly, how he chooses to
conduct himself until the end:
“Most stuff that is genuine,
anyway, is better left unsaid.”

IN HIS WORDS: “Letters by J.D. salinger”: the Morgan Library & Museum, 29 e 36th st between Madison and park aves (212-685-0008, themorgan.org). first
four letters showcased tue 16–apr 11, second exhibition of seven letters can be seen apr 13–May 9; $8–$12.
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